INTRODUCTION
The latest stage of ioni �ation cooling for muon collider re quires a multistage lithium lens which can provide a long� distance fJ -function abollt I cm really unachievable with any other devicer I, 2]. Average {J � function of match� ing sections between I.i lenses is much more and has more or less significant modulation. Chromatic aberrations arc strong in such conditions laying obstacles to focusing of the bemn on the next Li lens. Usual way of suppressio1l by sextupolc correctors is unusable in this case because of at tendant nonlinear effects. But it can be attenuated by tak ing opposite energy offset f'.,, }<; of any particle Oil the begin ning and the end of the matching section whal achieved at synchrotron phase advance 'if per section. Tt requires rather high momentum of pm·tides (P "" 300 MeVIe) because chromatic effects arc proportional not f'."E but f'."p!p (all� other reasoll is nonlinearity of longitudinal motioll, which discussed later).
The 805 MHz, 30 MeV/ill accelerating system is consid ered now as the most perspecli vel31. About 5 m of such a linac is required for the phase rotation and approximately the smne for 'pure' acceleration to gel more or less satis factory efficiency of the accelerating system. H means that energy gain in the section should be about 150 MeV, and rather long Li lenses (1.5 -1.8 m) are required.
Emittance exchange is another big problem . 1ypical en ergy spread of cooled mUOll beam is about fGO MeV on 3r:r level which should be decreased approximlltely on 20% by wedge absorber to compensate straggling in Li lens. It means that energy loss in the center of thc absorber is about 10 MeV requiring 7 -8 cm ofLiH. It gives a scale of aver age (J -function in the absorber anel mealls that scatted ng in it may be comparable with scattering in Li lens of 1 cm P -function. Therefore a using of wedge absorbers in very end ofthe cooling channel is at least undesirable.
Another important effect is violation of balance of chro maticity by wedge absorber which changes energy distribu- 
SCHEMATIC AND PARAMETERS O]l THE COOLER
A system of 5 Li lenses with 4 matching sections is consid ered to meet these conditions (Pig. I ). It includes 2 sections with and 2 olles without wedge absorbers. Main paramctcrs of (he cooler are li sted in Table I .
1 iigure I: Schematic of the cooler. Table 2 . 
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Traveling wave linacs arc placed ill�icle central solenoids.
Eaeh of them is divided on 3 suhseetiulls with ditlcrent sta ble phases to get synchrotron phase adVllm;e 1f lind avoid all inadmissible adiahatic increase ur energy spread of the beam. 3 NONLINEAR AND CHROMATIC DISTORTIONS Nonlinearity of accelerating !lell! as well as nonlinear de pendence of l1ying time on energy arc responsible 1' 01' this.
The latest effect become very stronger at lower energy whicll is another (besides chromaticity) rea�on to take high energy mllons for the cooling.
FigA demonstrates chl'llmatic effects ill 4th matching section. It is assumed that phase ellipse in lhe beginning is canonical corresponding 10 the beam boundary on the level :�Il. It is seen that chromatic efrects is suppressed aimosl totally al 0',.;
< 6.i'; < :1(J" unci nol very strong al -:.10' H < !'J.l� < -21l I';. Effect depends both on particles energy and distrilmtiollofsynchronous phases which proh ably can be optimized more. I st and 2nd sections give ll 10re chromaticity because of wedge absorbers.
Pig.5 demonstrates transverse nonlinear circe Is in 4th
section lin equilihrium particles. Initial phase ellipses lire canonical corresponding 10 transverse emittance on the lev els 1,2,3 cr. These distortions are tolerahle, but it is ncces sary to rcmem her that crfect suhstantially enhanced for nOll equilibrium particles. 
I,ffHIUM LENSES
Any section provides cooling of lransvcr�;c emittance by factor ,\ � t·uut./ E.':n, (I) where p is momentum, f· . geometrical emittance, (3,nnT -.. in any Li lens (it achieved by appropriate ratio of tie\ds of front and back solenoids). As a result, beam radius de creases from lens to lens by factor 0.75 hut it grows up to 0.8 in I st and 2nd sections because of emittance exchange. E loss in matching sections is large still and an improvement of the system is necessary. A good result gives decrease of accelerating frequency. Emittance exchange is unsolved problem for a beam with ultimate slllall transverse emit tance, too. Interesting idea is the exchange inside Li 1cns [5] but it is very very difficult technical problem.
Choosing initial transverse emittance of the heam as 17T� 0.5 mm, it is possible to pre-estimate r.m.s. beam radius in any� Li lens. Thc lens radius should be 3.5 timcs more to avoiJ� 0.0 excessive particle loss (sec helow). It allows to calculate aIljij thc lenses paramcters which are listed in Table 4 
CONCLUSION
Li lenses with surface field 20-25 T can provide 6-dimension emittance required for muon collideI' but particle 
